
Photography of portfolio

Any portfolio - it is a special kind of file. Portfolio  - the best of the work performed, it is the
brightest of the achievements. These portfolios are proudness of many artists: designers,
designers, painters and sculptors, stylists and makeup artists.      

  

The existence of a photographic portfolio of pleasure for each of its owner. For actors and
models the presence of portfolio -  is necessity: it is impossible to expect the attention of
employers, who have no interest to the artist.

  

Portfolio is a Multi-card, which is presented to a potential customer or employer, to the best
advantage to show his fitness for the job. Of course, a very important level of training that took
part in the creation of photo portfolio. For model business  the qualitest  professionally
photographs, collected in a short (10-15 pieces) portfolio - it is almost an identity card model,
providing her part in various auditions conducted by modeling agencies and specialized
publications.

  

Different artists portfolios  are compile on different principles. Sometimes, photography portfolio
of actor makes during a performance in order to obtain images of several roles. But the biggest
photo in the portfolio is done without applying make-up and strong retouching: the director
should be aware of the real qualities of the actor's appearance. It is considered useful to have a
portfolio of photographs depicting actor in different emotional states.

  

As a rule, an actors or models portfolio has not so many photos - of course there are the most
expressive and successful. Customers who always in hurrying refuse to flipping thick albums
containing many images. "Book" (the  organizers call models portfolio), should be filled
photographs, exhaustive information fully reflect the professionalism of model. Interesting angle,
fine work with the light, practicing different techniques of shooting and processing of the frame
is converted into an artistic creation of photographer.

  

The work is time-consuming and requires large amounts of preparatory work, shooting portfolio
can take quite a long time. Master who is responsible for such  important work, prefer to make
an extra ( as usually necessary) double. Boring formulaic pictures -is enemy of the portfolio.
Therefore,  only master of the portrait genre can  creat photos for  portfolio. Only in this case,
the cost of establishing a representative and high-quality portfolio will be pay off as soon as
possible.
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Photography of portfolio

  

The work of our photographers, you can see here .

  

You can order photography portfolio on our website or by telephone.
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